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Thin-film Sb-based phase-change materials (PCMs) are widely used for memory devices based on amorphous-crystalline transitions in local
areas. Sb films are known for so-called “explosive” crystallization (e.g. see [1]). In this paper we use bend-contour technique for crystal lattice
orientation studies [2, 3].
Sb thin films were evaporated in vacuum on mica substrates covered by thin evaporated carbon film to provide initial amorphous structure of
final polycrystalline Sb film. The microstructure was investigated by TEM, SEM, STEM, SAED, including the extinction bend contour method
for analysis of microcrystals and nanostructures lattice`s orientations using microscopes JEM-2100 and LVEM-5 (with accelerating voltages
200 Kv, 80 Kv, 5 Kv). In addition, we used the procedure, which is similar to the orientation mapping method, in order to analyze crystal
lattice orientations along the sample with respect to the reference axis [001].
We made up a stereo projection with antimony zones axis patterns (ZAPs) atlas superimposed. It represents the stereographic projection of
main crystal lattice planes with extinction contours in place of planes and insets of zones axis patterns, taken from experimental micrographs.
By means of the extinction bend contour method and SAED we identified typical orientations: [001], [122], [241], [111], [425], [211], [223] and
others, such traces of lattice planes as (-210), (-312), (101), (-102), (-2-12), (110), etc. It is also convenient to apply color maps for
identification and characterization of crystal lattice orientations. The following colors were used: [001] – red; [210] – green; [120] – blue, Fig. 1
(right). We identified even such barely visible and often observed zones, as [8,10,7], [14,10,13], etc. By means of color mapping, we found
out the texture: preferentially lattice orientations were more or less close to ZA [001] that was approximately normal to the film plane.
Besides, we revealed and made estimates of strong internal crystal lattice bending around axes lying in the film plane (about 20 - 60 degrees
per 1 μm of crystal length). Such “transrotation” [3] we have often observed for crystallized amorphous films of different substances. An
example of TEM micrograph full of extinction bend contours taken near initial crystallization center of Sb film is shown at the Fig. 1 (left) with
partially colored lattice orientations close to main zone axes, Fig. 1 (center). 
The main results are: strong internal crystal lattice bending revealed, the initial analysis of antimony film texture, creating the antimony atlas
useful for further investigations of TEM micrographs.
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